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“Excellence Speaks!”
Communication Skills for High-Stakes Presentations
That get RESULTS
Speaking in public is one of the BEST ways for Executives
and Thought Leaders to make an impact. Yet many
speakers can be bland or pushy or just say more than
the audience wants to know. (Sometimes more than the
audience should know.)
As a Leader do you…
• Find it hard to translate your Leading-Edge Ideas
to mainstream listeners?
• Share your Inner Worries with people who don’t
need to know?
• Talk about What your company is doing rather
than Why They Should Care?
Join Elizabeth Bachman in this customized training as
she shares her 30+ years of expertise in moving an
audience to take action. Elizabeth shows you specific
exercises and techniques including:
• The 3 Biggest Reasons even Smart, Savvy
Presenters Don’t Get the Results they Want
• Why Compelling Delivery is the Key to Success
• How to Feel at Ease in Front of Any Audience
This experience will stay with you every time you
present, bringing you Funding, Allies and Recognition.

Elizabeth Bachman

is passionate
about helping people shine on any
stage. Using her 30 years of experience as
an International Opera Director, directing
such luminaries as Luciano Pavarotti &
Placido Domingo, she now works with
business professionals, authors &
speakers to help you find your unique
voice, stand in y o u r power and show
the world the Star that you are.
A sought-after speaker, she has
presented at Bank of America, Turner
Construction Co, and many others. She
can be heard on podcasts along with Dr.
Ivan Meisner & Steve Forbes.
Fluent in 5 languages, Elizabeth has
directed over 50 operas around the
world, giving her a wealth of tools to
help business professionals become
Super Star presenters.
What Clients Are Saying:
“Until I met Elizabeth, I had no idea
there was so much science involved in
public speaking. Now my speeches have
more than tripled my audience’s
engagement and response. Elizabeth is
supportive, creative and incredibly
knowledgeable. She is FABULOUS!”
-- R. Owens, Central Branch Mgr., US Bank
What People Who Book Elizabeth
Are Saying:
My audience loved Elizabeth’s compelling
presentation! Warm-hearted and clear, she
created genuine connection with the
audience. I will truly be honored to have
Elizabeth speak again. -- Jessica Hadari, FEM
Talks

